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Abstract

We present new pivot rules for the Simplex method for LPs over 0/1 polytopes. We
show that the number of non-degenerate steps taken using these rules is strongly polynomial and even linear in the dimension or in the number of variables. Our bounds
on the number of steps are asymptotically optimal on several well-known combinatorial polytopes. Our analysis is based on the geometry of 0/1 polytopes and novel
modifications to the classical Steepest-Edge and Shadow-Vertex pivot rules. We draw
interesting connections between our pivot rules and other well-known algorithms in
combinatorial optimization.
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Introduction

The Simplex method [15] is one of the most popular algorithms for solving linear
programs, but despite decades of study, it is still not known whether there exists a pivot
rule choice that guarantees it will always reach an optimal solution with a polynomial
number of pivots, or in other words, a polynomial number of basis exchanges. In fact,
a polynomial pivot rule is not even known for linear programs over 0/1 polytopes.
These are problems of the form max{c⊺ x : x ∈ P }, where P is a 0/1 polytope, i.e.,
its extreme points have coordinates in {0, 1}. This state of affairs remains despite the
fact that the diameter of the graph of a 0/1 polytope is bounded by the dimension
of the polytope [40] (an obstacle for general polytopes) and 0/1-linear programs arise
frequently from combinatorial optimization problems. This paper is an in-depth study
of the behavior of the Simplex method for 0/1-linear programs.
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It is known (see [46]) that paths of (strongly) polynomial length on the 1-skeleton
of a 0/1 polytope can be constructed using any augmentation oracle that yields an
improving adjacent extreme point in (strongly) polynomial time. However, results of
this type do not give insights on the performance of the Simplex method run over 0/1LPs because (a) selecting an improving adjacent extreme point is not any easier than
solving the original LP itself; (b) using an oracle in this way may require modifying
the original objective function, resulting in paths on the 1-skeleton that are not even
monotone with respect to the original objective function (essentially, the path is not a
Simplex path); (c) a path of (strongly) polynomial length on the 1-skeleton of a polytope does not immediately translate into a sequence of basis exchanges of polynomial
length, because of degeneracy.
Degeneracy is indeed a very crucial challenge in the analysis of the Simplex method.
Given a general LP, one can often assume that the LP is non-degenerate by, for example,
applying perturbation techniques. However, 0/1 polytopes are often highly degenerate
and when working with 0/1-LPs, perturbation changes P into a polytope that is no
longer 0/1. Thus, perturbation cannot be performed without loss of generality to
understand the behavior of the Simplex for the original 0/1-LP. Degeneracy might
make the Simplex method cycle and hence not terminate [50]. There are several pivot
rules that can avoid cycling [50, 49, 38, 48]. However, none of these rules guarantee a
polynomial bound on the number of degenerate basis exchanges, and they might even
require an exponential number of pivots before moving to a different extreme point (this
phenomenon is called stalling). While cycling may be avoided easily, resolving stalling
in polynomial time is as hard as solving the general problem of finding a polynomial
pivot rule for the Simplex method (see e.g., [39]). This observation holds even for 0/1LPs. A first stepping stone in resolving this problem is finding a pivot rule which at
least guarantees a polynomial number of non-degenerate pivots. Hence, the following
natural question arises as stated for instance in page 2 of [35]:
Question 1. Is there a pivot rule for the Simplex method that guarantees a (strongly)
polynomial number of non-degenerate pivots on 0/1-LPs?
In this paper, we give a complete, affirmative answer to the above question for
arbitrary 0/1-LPs, even in the most general representation
max { c⊺ x : Ax = b, Dx ≤ d, x ∈ Rn } ,

(1)

where c, b, d, A, and D are all assumed to be integral.
In other words, we study the LP max { c⊺ x : x ∈ P } where P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax =
b, Dx ≤ d} and the feasible region is a 0/1 polytope of dimension d. Note that in some
cases the dimension d can be exponentially smaller than n, the number of variables of
the representation. The integrality assumption for the input matrices and vectors is
necessary for the analysis, but it does not affect the generality of our results as rational
constraints can be scaled up to be made integral.

Our results
Motivated by Question 1, we analyze two types of procedures for finding optimal solutions to 0/1-LPs that lead to an answer to this question. We carefully distinguish
between traditional pivot rules for the Simplex method – which take as input a basis
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and output an adjacent basis, usually in the language of tableaux updates – and the
purely geometric edge rules – which take as input an extreme point solution and output an improving neighboring extreme point solution connected by an edge. In this
paper, we will only and always use the term pivot rule to refer to a procedure for how
to transition from a basis to the next. On the other hand, we may sometimes refer to
an edge rule as simply a rule for the sake of brevity.
This paper presents three pivot rules which require only a polynomial number of
non-degenerate pivots to reach an optimal solution. Often we start by analyzing edge
rules and proving that they use only a polynomial number of edges to reach an optimal
solution. We then later discuss how to turn the edge selection process into a traditional
Simplex pivot rule. Note that every pivot rule yields an edge rule, but the converse
is not obvious. The selection of an edge at an extreme point (chosen over all possible
edges) does not imply a way to choose a pivot at a basis in general.
In Section 2 we present our first pivot rule which is a modification of the SteepestEdge pivot rule (see [22] and references there). The recent work [16] of the second, third,
and fourth authors of the present paper analyzes a rule for 0/1-LPs which always moves
along a steepest edge, where steepness is measured according to the 1-norm instead
of the usual 2-norm. They showed that this Steepest-Edge rule reaches an optimal
solution of a 0/1-LP in a strongly-polynomial number of steps.
Unfortunately, this result does not directly describe the behavior of the 1-norm
Steepest-Edge pivot rule for the Simplex method, as this pivot rule is not guaranteed to follow the same path when implemented in tableaux because of degeneracy.
In particular, even for 0/1 polytopes, the number of edges containing a vertex may
be exponentially large, and the Simplex method does not consider all possible edgedirections when determining its pivot direction. When the Simplex method with the
Steepest-Edge Pivot Rule moves along an edge-direction at the current basic feasible
solution (i.e., performs a non-degenerate pivot), that edge direction is not guaranteed
to be the steepest one over all possible edge directions. It is only guaranteed to be
the steepest direction among the subset of directions that correspond to moving to
adjacent bases (See Section 2 for an example).
Instead here we introduce the True Steepest-Edge pivot rule for the Simplex method,
which does follow a path where every edge followed is indeed steepest in 1-norm among
all edges as considered in [16]. We prove the following:
Theorem 1. On any 0/1-LP of the form (1), the Simplex method with a True SteepestEdge pivot rule reaches an optimal solution by performing a (strongly) polynomial number of non-degenerate pivots. Furthermore, when it performs a non-degenerate pivot at
an extreme point x, the edge along which it moves is a steepest edge-direction at x.
In Section 3 we present two rules which are modifications of the Shadow-Vertex
pivot rule of K. H. Borgwardt [9]. In what follows we drop the word “Vertex” from the
name for sake of brevity. We show that for 0/1 polytopes our rules generate monotone
paths of length at most n and d, respectively. We call our first modification the Slim
Shadow rule. As with the True Steepest-Edge pivot rule, in Section 3.4 we extend this
rule to a pivot rule which follows the same path in the feasible region. We call this
implementation the Slim Shadow pivot rule.
Theorem 2. On any 0/1-LP of the form (1), the Simplex method with the Slim Shadow
pivot rule reaches an optimal solution by performing no more than n non-degenerate
pivots.
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Note that this bound is in terms of n, the number of variables of the input representation of (1). However, from [40], we know that the diameter of 0/1 polytopes is
at most the dimension d of the polytope. Fortunately, by modifying the Shadow pivot
rule further (see Section 3.3), we obtain the Ordered Shadow rule, which yields the
tight bound of d steps. We can in fact turn this rule into an actual pivot rule that we
call the Ordered Shadow pivot rule.
Theorem 3. On any 0/1-LP of the form (1) whose feasible region has dimension d,
the Ordered Shadow pivot rule reaches an optimal solution by performing no more than
d non-degenerate pivots.
Note that our algorithmic results yield tight monotone diameter upper bounds for
all 0/1 polytopes. A key philosophical difference between our results and many previous
results in the literature is that we embrace the geometry of 0/1 polytopes as they are.
We do not rely on randomization or perturbation of the input polyhedron nor assume
a special constraint format for the 0/1-LPs we consider.

Prior work and context
The question of finding an efficient pivot rule – one which is guaranteed to perform only
a polynomial number of pivots – is a fundamental difficulty in studying the Simplex
method. There are many different pivot rules for the Simplex method. The list of
pivot rules is too large to cover here in detail; we refer the reader to [49] for a general
taxonomy. In this paper we present variations of two families of pivot rules.
The first is the well-known Steepest-Edge pivot rule, which has become the most
popular choice in practice. That pivot rule takes inspiration from steepest descent in
smooth optimization, and the choice of the basis exchange is determined by normalizing
the length of the pivot direction to find a reasonable choice of steepest direction. See
[22] for further details. We emphasize again that this pivot rule traditionally normalizes
using the 2-norm, whereas here we use the 1-norm.
The second is the Shadow pivot rule [10]. This famous pivot rule is often presented
in terms of two-dimensional projections (shadows) of polyhedra, but it is known to be
equivalent to the older Gass-Saaty parametric pivot rule (see [25, 30]). The relationship
between the projection of polyhedra and parametric linear programming problems plays
a key role in our work. K. Borgwardt [10] proved that the Simplex method using the
Shadow pivot rule runs in polynomial time on average. The Shadow pivot rule continues
to play a significant role in the probabilistic analysis of the Simplex method due to the
advent of the smoothed analysis of the Simplex method [14, 47, 51].
In 1972, Klee & Minty [34] showed for the first time that pivot rules may exhibit
exponential behavior. They constructed an explicit set of examples such that Dantzig’s
original pivot rule requires exponentially many steps. The algorithm could be tricked
into visiting all 2d vertices of a deformed cube to find a path between two nodes which
are only one step apart in the 1-skeleton of the cube. Later, Zadeh found that bad
exponential behavior may appear even in nice families such as network flow problems
[53]. Today, all popular pivot rules for the Simplex method, including Shadow and
Steepest-Edge, are known to require an exponential number of steps to solve some
concrete “twisted” linear programs (see [2, 3, 17, 23, 28, 27, 29, 37, 49, 53, 56] and
references therein). We also know that pivot rules as decision problems are hard in the
sense of complexity theory [1, 18, 21].
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Today, only a few highly structured families of LPs have reasonable bounds of
efficiency for the Simplex method. A notable family of LPs is the family of network
flow linear programs which have been shown to be solvable in polynomial time by Orlin
[41]. Dadush & Hähnle [13] – inspired by prior work of Brunsch & Röglin [11] and
Eisenbrand & Vempala [20] – studied the Simplex method with the Shadow-vertex
pivot rule over low-curvature polyhedra. Intuitively, a polyhedron is low-curvature
when the hyperplanes at the boundary meet vertices at sharp angles, i.e., their tangent
2
cones are slim. Dadush and Hänhle obtained a diameter bound of O( dδ ln dδ ) for ddimensional polyhedra with curvature parameter δ ∈ (0, 1]. They showed that, starting
3
from some initial vertex, an optimal vertex can be found using an expected O( dδ ln dδ )
Simplex pivots, each requiring O(md) time to compute, where m is the number of
3
d
constraints. An initial feasible solution can be found using O( md
δ ln δ ) pivot steps.
Their analysis of the Shadow pivot rule differs in that they study the behavior of the
pivot rule in relation to the geometry of the normal cones. Borgwardt referred to this
perspective as the dual Shadow vertex-pivot rule in [9] and used the dual perspective
to prove his bounds as well. In contrast, our analysis relies purely on the primal view
of the Shadow pivot rule.
The class of 0/1 polytopes has some of the most interesting and challenging linear
programs because binary models are fundamental for combinatorial optimization, and
many of the classical polytopes in this family, such as stable set polytopes, traveling
salesperson polytope, etc., come from NP-hard problems. The behavior of the Simplex
method over 0/1-LPs is difficult to analyze in vivo because they are highly degenerate
and most researchers end up relying on some kind of perturbation of the polytope to
derive any conclusions. A classical result of D. Naddef [40] states that the (undirected)
diameter of the graph of a d-dimensional 0/1 polytope is at most d. Since the Simplex
method traces monotone directed paths on this graph, the dimension d is a general
tight lower bound on the number of non-degenerate pivots required for the Simplex
method, but this bound on the diameter of the graph is not necessarily achieved for
concrete pivot rules. A few authors have studied the length of monotone paths of 0/1
polytopes [36, 42, 43, 8]. We note that 0/1 polytopes do not have bounded curvature or
small subdeterminants because the coefficients of defining inequalities can be extremely
large [55].
Consider next the family of linear programs in standard equality form max{c⊺ x :
Ax = b, x ≥ 0} where A is a real n × m matrix. Inspired by the work of Y. Ye [52],
Kitahara & Mizuno [32, 31], showed that the number of different basic feasible solutions
(BFSs) generated by this version of the Simplex method using Dantzig’s pivot rule is
bounded by m⌈n γτ log(n γτ )⌉, where τ and γ are the minimum and the maximum values
of all the positive elements of primal BFSs and ⌈a⌉ denotes the smallest integer greater
than a. Their results showed that the number of non-degenerate pivots performed by
the Simplex method with Dantzig’s rule is strongly polynomial for a subclass of 0/1LPs: namely, those that can be expressed in standard equality form with all extreme
points having variables in { 0, 1 } (e.g., the Birkhoff polytope). We stress that while
every 0/1 polyhedral region can be written in standard form by adding slack variables,
at an extreme point such variables could potentially take values not inside { 0, 1 }.
Thus, they may not satisfy the hypothesis of [32, 31]. As such, the strongly polynomial
bound of [32, 31] does not extend to all 0/1-LPs.
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1.1

Preliminaries and Notation

We consider LPs over 0/1 polytopes in the most general description (1), i.e., P =
{x ∈ Rn : Ax = b, Dx ≤ d}. The only simplifying assumptions we will make on
P are that (i) A has full rank, which is an assumption that can be made without
loss of generality because redundant equalities are easy to identify, and (ii) the set of
inequalities contains x ≥ 0, which again can be made without loss of generality as
the polytope is 0/1. Given an integer k, we will use the notation [k] to denote the set
{ 1, . . . , k }. Given a vector z, we will use the notation z(i) to denote the ith component
of z and given a subset X of [n] we will use the notation z(X) to denote the restriction
of z to the components indexed by X. Given a matrix Z with n columns and a subset
X of [n], we will use the notation ZX to denote the restriction of Z to the columns
indexed by X.
We let d refer to the dimension of the feasible region P in contrast to n, the number
of variables in description (1). Given an extreme point x′ of P , we define the feasible
cone at x′ to be the set of all directions z such that x′ + εz ∈ P for some ε > 0. That
is, it is the set C(x′ ) = { z ∈ Rn : Az = 0, Dz ≤ 0 } where D denotes row submatrix
of D given by the indices of the inequalities of Dx ≤ d that are tight at x′ . The
extreme rays of the feasible cone at x′ correspond to the edge-directions at x′ .
Let z 1 , . . . , z t be generators of the extreme rays of the feasible cone at x′ . Then
for each i ∈ [t], there exists a unique extreme point xi of P which is adjacent to x′ in
P such that z i = α(xi − x′ ) for some positive scalar α. In this circumstance, we say
that (xi − x) is an edge-direction at x′ . We therefore say that any generator z i of an
extreme ray of C(x′ ) corresponds to an edge-direction at x′ in P .
An edge-direction g at x in P is called a steepest edge-direction if it maximizes
c⊺ g
||g||1 among all edge-directions at x in P . We stress once more that in this paper we
always use the 1-norm to define the steepest edges, rather than the more traditional
2-norm used in [22] and elsewhere.
The extreme points of P and the one-dimensional faces form the graph of the polytope P , also called the 1-skeleton of P . The non-degenerate steps taken by the Simplex
method correspond to a path on that graph. Furthermore, we let Nc (x) denote the set
of c-improving neighbors of x for a vertex x of P and objective function c.

1.1.1

An algebraic review of the Simplex method

For general background on the Simplex method and its implementation, see [4, 50, 45].
We will give a brief review of it here in the typical language of tableaux manipulation,
which is how the Simplex method is implemented in practice. We have to start by
putting our LP into standard equality form. Note that for the 0/1-LPs considered in
this paper, it suffices to add slack variables, as all original variables already satisfy
non-negativity by assumption. Given an initial LP of the form (1),
we therefore add slack variables and get an LP of the form
′

max { c′⊺ x : A′ x = b′ , x ≥ 0, x ∈ Rn } ,
′

′

′

′

where A′ ∈ Zm ×n , c′ ∈ Zn , b′ ∈ Zm . We remark here that, unlike in the work of [32],
we do not require that the added slack variables always take on 0/1 values at vertices.
Though we put the LP into equality form for the purposes of executing the Simplex
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method, the performance guarantee of the pivot rule only depends on the fact that the
original LP was 0/1.
Since we assumed earlier that the equality matrix A of our original LP has full
row-rank, we have that A′ has full row-rank m′ . A basis B is a subset of [n′ ] (the
column indices of the matrix A′ ) of size m′ such that the columns of A′ indexed by
B are linearly independent. Given a basis B, assume that it is an ordered set and let
B(j) be the j-th element of the set. The variables with indices in B are also referred
to as basic variables, and the variables with indices in N := {1, . . . , n′ } \ B are referred
to as the nonbasic variables. A basis B is uniquely associated with a basic solution x′
′
′
′
defined as follows: x′ (B) = A′−1
B b and x (N ) = 0. If x ≥ 0, then it is called a basic
feasible solution, and the corresponding basis is called a feasible basis.
The Simplex method can be described compactly as follows; see, e.g., [4, 50, 45] for
a more detailed treatment.
• Start with any feasible basis B be and repeat the following steps:
1. Compute the reduced costs for the nonbasic variables c̄′ (N )⊺ = c′ (N )⊺ −
′
′
c′ (B)⊺ A′−1
B AN . If c̄ (N ) ≤ 0 the basis is optimal: the algorithm terminates.
Otherwise, choose j : c̄′ (j) > 0. The particular choice of j depends on
the pivot rule used. The variable associated with column j is the entering
variable.
′−1 ′
Aj . If u ≤ 0, the optimal cost is unbounded: the algo2. Compute u = AB
rithm terminates.
3. If some component of u is positive, compute the ratio test:

 ′
x (B(i))
∗
.
(2)
r :=
min
u(i)
i∈[m′ ] : u(i)>0
′

(B(ℓ))
. If there is a tie, the particular choice of ℓ
4. Let ℓ be such that r ∗ = x u(ℓ)
depends on the pivot rule used. The variable associate with ℓ is the leaving
variable. Form a new basis replacing B(ℓ) with j. This step is called a pivot.
Go back to 1.

At a high level, the Simplex method moves between feasible bases, and requires a
pivot rule, which given a basis, decides which adjacent basis to move to (in particular,
how to choose the entering variable and the leaving variable at each step).
Each of the Simplex method’s basis exchanges corresponds geometrically to a pivot
direction in which to move from the current basic feasible solution x. Formally, note
that at Step 1 of the algorithm, each index j ∈ N yields a pivot direction z j defined as
′
′j
′j
z ′j (B) = A′−1
B Aj , z (j) = 1, and z (i) = 0 for all i ∈ N \ { j }. The Simplex method
selects a pivot direction which is improving with respect to the objective function.
If moving in a pivot direction g from x′ maintains feasibility, we call this a nondegenerate pivot. A non-degenerate pivot implies that x′ +εg is feasible for some ε > 0.
In this case, our new basis yields a new basic feasible solution x′′ , where x′ and x′′
are adjacent in the feasible region – that is, contained in a common edge. If instead,
moving in this direction from x′ would violate feasibility, we call this a degenerate
pivot. Degenerate pivots imply that x′ + εg is not feasible for any ε > 0. In this
case, though the basis changes, the new basic feasible solution still corresponds to the
extreme point x′ .
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2

The True Steepest-Edge Pivot Rule

We first justify a geometric framework through which we may define a pivot rule.
Given a feasible basis B of our LP in standard equality form, let x′ be the basic
feasible solution associated to B, and x′′ be the corresponding extreme point solution
of P (i.e., the vector obtained from x′ by removing the slack variables). With a slight
abuse of terminology, we say that x′′ is the vertex of P associated to B.
The basic feasible solution x′ is identified by m′ + |N | linearly independent constraints that are tight at x′ : namely, the constraints A′ x = b′ plus the non-negativity
constraints for the nonbasic variables. Let N̄ ⊆ N be the set of indices for the nonbasic
variables that are original variables for P (i.e., non slack variables). We can naturally
associate n tight constraints that identify x′′ as follows: we consider (i) the equalities Ax = b, plus (ii) the non-negativity constraints xj ≥ 0 for j ∈ N̄ , plus (iii) the
subset of inequalities associated to each nonbasic slack variable. It is easy to see that
these constraints are linearly independent. Let D B be the submatrix of D induced
by the rows of the tight inequality constraints (ii) and (iii). We define the basic cone
associated to B as
C(B) = { z ∈ Rn : Az = 0, D B z ≤ 0 } .
One observes that given a feasible basis B and its corresponding basic feasible
solution x′ , the available pivot directions at x′ project to the extreme rays of C(B).
Clearly, the basic cone associated to B contains the feasible cone at x′′ , i.e., C(B) ⊇
C(x′′ ), as the system defining C(B) is a relaxation of the system defining C(x′′ ). A
generator z ′ of an extreme ray of C(B) is the projection of the pivot direction given
by a non-degenerate basis exchange if and only if z ′ also generates an extreme ray of
C(x′′ ). That is, z ′ is the projection of a non-degenerate pivot direction at x′ given by
the basis B if and only if z ′ also corresponds to an edge-direction at x′′ in P . Given
this, we can partially define a pivot rule in terms of the original LP (i.e., the LP before
it was put into standard equality form) by explaining which extreme ray of C(B) to
choose as a pivot direction. In particular, this corresponds to the choice of the variable
entering the basis.
Definition 1. Given a 0/1-LP (P ) of the form (1) with feasible region P , let (P ′ ) be
the LP obtained by putting (P ) into standard equality form, let B be the current basis
of (P ′ ), and let x be the vertex of P associated to that basis. Let v = 1 − 2x. The
True Steepest-Edge pivot rule selects a pivot direction as follows:
• If any generator z j of an extreme ray of C(B) satisfies v ⊺ z j ≤ 0 and c⊺ z j > 0,
then it selects z j ;
• Otherwise, it selects the generator z j that maximizes

c⊺ z j
.
v⊺ z j

We now show that if the True Steepest-Edge pivot rule performs a non-degenerate
pivot, z j is the steepest edge-direction at x in P . A key observation for our result
came from [16]: if x is an extreme point of a 0/1-LP, each entry of x is either equal
to its upper bound or its lower bound, implying that the entire feasible cone C(x) is
contained within a single orthant of Rn .
Lemma 1. Let x be an extreme point solution of a 0/1-LP of the form (1) and let
x′ = x + αz j be the extreme point solution obtained from x after moving maximally
along the direction z j selected according to the True Steepest-Edge pivot rule. If x′ 6= x,
then z j corresponds to the steepest edge-direction at x in P .
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Proof. Consider the vector v = 1 − 2x. That is, v is defined by
(
1
if x(i) = 0,
v(i) :=
−1 if x(i) = 1.

(3)

We have that v is contained in the same orthant Ox of Rn as the cone C(x), where Ox
is equal to the set of all z ∈ Rn satisfying the inequalities
z(i) ≥ 0 for all i such that x(i) = 0,
z(i) ≤ 0 for all i such that x(i) = 1.
Then by the definition of the 1-norm, for all vectors z in the orthant Ox , ||z||1 is
precisely equal to v ⊺ z. In particular, this holds for all vectors in C(x), and so all rays
in C(x) intersect the hyperplane H defined by v ⊺ z = 1, i.e., H = {z : v ⊺ z = 1}.
Let the d extreme rays of the basic cone C(B) be generated by z 1 , . . . , z d . If the
extreme ray generated by z i intersects H, then assume without loss of generality (by
possibly rescaling) that z i is in H. Note then that for any generator z i of an extreme
ray of C(B), if z i happens to also correspond to an edge-direction at x in P , we have
that z i ∈ H.
Assume without loss of generality that the direction chosen according to the True
Steepest-Edge pivot rule is z 1 . Since x′ 6= x, the direction z 1 also corresponds to an
edge-direction at x in P . Then z 1 is in the feasible cone, and by our earlier discussion,
v ⊺ z 1 = ||z 1 ||1 = 1. Now, consider the optimization problem Q defined by
max c⊺ z
s.t.
v ⊺ z ≤ 1,

(1)

z ∈ C(B),

(2)

and let PQ denote its feasible region. Note that PQ is a polyhedron.
By construction, any generator z i ∈ H is a vertex of PQ . In particular, this is true
for those generators z i which also correspond to edge-directions at x in P .
We will argue that the selected direction z 1 is an optimal solution to the LP Q.
Clearly, it is feasible for Q. First, suppose for the sake of contradiction that Q is
unbounded. Then there exists an entire ray of C(B) which is contained in PQ on which
the objective function c is unbounded, and therefore there exists such a ray that is an
extreme ray of C(B). Let this extreme ray be generated by z i .
Then z i does not correspond to an edge-direction at x in P , and therefore corresponds to a degenerate pivot at B. Furthermore, v ⊺ z i ≤ 0, and c⊺ z i > 0. However,
this implies that the pivot rule would have chosen the direction z i and not z 1 , a contradiction. Thus, the LP Q is not unbounded. This implies that all generators z i of
extreme rays of C(B) satisfying c⊺ z i > 0 generate extreme rays that intersect H.
There exists an optimal vertex y of PQ , and since c⊺ z 1 > 0, the optimal vertex is
not 0. Thus, y is precisely one of the generators that lies in H. Let these generators
be z 1 , . . . , z k . By the fact that z 1 was selected, we have that z 1 maximizes c⊺ z overall
z ∈ { z 1 , . . . , z k }, and so z 1 is an optimal solution to Q, as desired.
We will now show that z 1 corresponds to a steepest edge-direction at x in P . Let
z ′ be any edge-direction at x, and without loss of generality assume ||z ′ ||1 = 1. Then
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z ′ is a feasible solution to Q, as z ′ ∈ C(x) ⊆ C(B). Since z 1 is an optimal solution to
Q, we have that
c⊺ z ′
c⊺ z 1
⊺ 1
⊺ ′
=
c
z
≥
c
z
=
,
kz 1 k1
kz ′ k1
as desired.
The above result shows that our pivot rule guarantees the following: whenever we
perform a non-degenerate pivot, this always corresponds to moving along a steepest
edge-direction at the corresponding extreme-point solution of the original LP. The
following result, together with Lemma 1, provides a proof of Theorem 1:
Theorem 4 (See Theorem 1 of [16]). Given a 0/1-LP of the form (1), the monotone
path between any vertex and the optimum generated by following only steepest edgedirections has a length which is strongly-polynomial in the input size of the LP.
We now provide an example showing that the standard Steepest-Edge pivot rule
(using the 1-norm) does not follow the same path as the True Steepest-Edge pivot rule.
In particular, it is possible for the Steepest-Edge pivot rule to perform a non-degenerate
pivot at an extreme point solution x where the edge corresponding to that pivot is not
a steepest edge-direction at x. First, we recall the definition of the Steepest-Edge pivot
rule in terms of the extreme ray of C(B).
Definition 2. Given an LP (P ) of the form (1) with feasible region P , let (P ′ ) be the
LP obtained by putting (P ) into standard equality form, let B be the current basis of
(P ′ ), and let x be the vertex of P associated to B. The Steepest-Edge pivot rule selects
c⊺ z
among all generators z
as a pivot direction the generator of C(B) that maximizes kzk
1
of C(B).
Now, consider the 3-dimensional 0/1 polytope given by the convex hull of the points
(0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 1). This is a 0/1 pyramid over a square. It
can be easily checked that this polytope can be minimally described by the following
inequalities:
x(1) + x(3) ≤ 1,

x(2) + x(3) ≤ 1,

x(1) ≥ 0,

x(2) ≥ 0,

x(3) ≥ 0.

Furthermore, it is clear that at the point x′ = (0, 0, 1), all but the last inequality are
tight. That is, these are the inequalities yielding the feasible cone C(x′ ). The edgedirections at x′ are given by (0, 0, −1), (0, 1, −1), (1, 0, −1), and (1, 1, −1). Given the
objective function c = (50, −1, 0) to be maximized, it can be checked that the steepest
edge-direction at x′ is z ∗ = (1, 0, −1), the edge-direction that moves to the optimal
c⊺ z ∗
′
solution (1, 0, 0). Note that kz
∗ k = 25. The only other edge-direction at x satisfying
1
c⊺ z > 0 is the direction z ′ = (1, 1, −1) which moves to the point (1, 1, 0). Note that
c⊺ z ′
49
′
′
kz ′ k1 = 3 , and so z is not a steepest edge-direction at x
Now, consider a basis B associated with x′ whose corresponding basic cone is yield
by the inequalities x(1) ≥ 0, x(1) + x(3) ≤ 1, and x(2) + x(3) ≤ 1. It can be checked
that the edge-direction z ∗ does not generate an extreme ray of C(B), but the edgedirection z ′ does. The pivot directions at B satisfying c⊺ z > 0 are the direction given
by z ′ and (0, −1, 0). Therefore, z ′ is the pivot direction chosen by the Steepest-Edge
pivot rule. This gives a non-degenerate pivot, but as observed above, it does not
correspond to a steepest edge-direction at x′ .
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2.1

Implementation of the True Steepest-Edge Pivot Rule

We now briefly describe the implementation of the True Steepest-Edge pivot rule.
Recall from Section 1.1.1 that in the context of the Simplex algorithm, we first put our
original LP into equality form by adding slack variables.
Suppose we have some feasible basis B. For each j ∈ N , let z ′j be defined by
′
′j
′j
′j
z (B) = A′−1
B Aj , z = 1, and z (i) = 0 for all i ∈ N \ { j }. These vectors give the
possible pivot directions. Let v ′ be defined by


if x(i) = 0 and x(i) is an original variable,
1
′
v (i) := −1 if x(i) = 1 and x(i) is an original variable,


0
otherwise.

That is, v ′ is the extension v (as defined earlier in Section 2) to the slack variables
obtained by padding it with 0’s. First, if there exists j ∈ N such that c̄′ (j) > 0 and
v ′⊺ z ′j ≤ 0, we choose j to be the entering column (and we choose such a j arbitrarily
if more than one element of N satisfies this condition). Otherwise, we choose

 ′
c̄ (i)
.
(4)
j = argmaxi∈N : c̄′ (i)>0
v ′⊺ z ′i

Again, if more than one element of N satisfies this condition we can we choose such a
j arbitrarily.
It may be that the choice of ℓ in Step 4 of our earlier description of Simplex is
unique. However, we may encounter degeneracy, in which case it may not be. In that
situation we use a lexicographic pivot rule to choose the leaving variable. This is a
well-known way to break ties and avoid cycling [38, 39, 48].
Note that during the algorithm we carry the extra “auxiliary cost” vector v ′⊺ . We
can think of v ′⊺ as an additional row of the tableau that needs to be updated. The
vector v ′⊺ is zero always on the slack variables added and it has only +1, −1 entries for
the indices of the original variables. After each pivot, we can easily update the entries
of v ′⊺ . The original variables must take 0 or 1 values because they are vertices of a
0/1 polyhedron. If after a pivot, an original variable goes from being 0-valued to being
1-valued, then we change the entry value in v ′⊺ from a 1 to a −1. The opposite switch
occurs when we change one of the original variables from being 1-valued to 0-valued.
Finally, over the years there have been improvements on the implementations of
the Simplex method. It is well-known that a lot of the steps can be performed faster
by relying on sparsity of matrices and some numerical tricks, such as LU factorization,
but we refer the reader to Chapter 8 of [50] for details. One special detail is that
we use the 1-norm to measure how steep the edge is. In our algorithm each iteration
requires knowledge of the norms kA−1
B Ah k1 . It is worth remarking that while for the
most common 2-norm Steepest-Edge pivot rule Forrest and Goldfarb [22] showed how
to update these vector in a fast way, here we do not offer a speedup.

3

Modifying the Shadow Pivot Rule

The Shadow pivot rule is a fundamental tool in the study of the average case run-time of
the Simplex method initiated by Borgwardt in [9]. This pivot rule gave rise to several
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algorithmic developments, including the arrival of smoothed complexity [47, 51, 14].
Intuitively, given a LP max { c⊺ x : x ∈ P } starting at a vertex x0 ∈ P , they find an
auxiliary vector v such that v ⊺ x is minimized at x0 that allows them to project P into
a polygon. The two paths of this polygon guide the possible improving paths for P .
We present a novel modification of the Shadow pivot rule that instead comes from
the theory of monotone path polytopes first introduced by Billera and Sturmfels in [6]
(see Chapter 9 of [54] for an introduction and [5] for more details on their structure).
The vertices of the monotone path polytope are in natural correspondence with paths
that the modified Shadow pivot rule may choose. Billera and Sturmfels named these
paths coherent monotone paths. We will continue to use that name throughout because
we will allow for situations that have not been considered in earlier treatments of
Shadow pivot rule. Namely, in contrast to the original setup of [9, 47, 51, 14] we do
not require that non-degeneracy conditions hold on the LPs we consider.

3.1

The Shadow Rule for General Polyhedra

For the original version of Shadow pivot rule, refer to Chapter 1 of the book of Borgwardt ([9]). In this section, we initially consider a general LP max { c⊺ x : x ∈ Q }
where Q is any polyhedron in the general form. For now Q is not necessarily 0/1.
We will prove results for general LPs in Lemma 2 and Corollary 1. Later we will
restrict those results to 0/1-LPs to prove the bounds on the lengths of monotone paths
generated by two new edge rules for 0/1-LPs: the Slim Shadow rule and the Ordered
Shadow rule. Like in the original Shadow pivot rule we follow the edges guided by a
shadow. Later, in Section 3.4, we transform these two rules into actual pivot rules.
To start, a sequence of vertices Γ = [x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ] is called a v-monotone path
on Q for v ∈ Rn if (xi−1 , xi ) is an edge of Q and v ⊺ xi−1 < v ⊺ xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. In
the context of Shadow rules, we have a special type of monotone paths called coherent
monotone paths, which are constructed with both c and v. Taking c and v together, we
obtain a projection π : Rn → R2 given by π(x) = (v ⊺ x, c⊺ x). Applying this projection
to Q yields a polygon π(Q). This polygon is often called a shadow of Q.
To define coherence, we require the notion of an upper path of π(Q), depicted
in Figure 1. Let F0 and F1 denote the e1 -minimal and e1 -maximal faces of π(Q)
respectively. Then let u0 and u1 be the e2 -maximal vertices of F0 and F1 , respectively.
By convexity, the line segment between u0 and u1 is contained in π(Q). Every point
on the polygon lies either above or below this line segment, since the segment travels
from an e1 -minimum to an e1 -maximum. The upper vertices are precisely the set of
vertices that lie above this segment. Formally, let L : R → R be the equation of the
line affinely spanned by u0 and u1 . Let u be a vertex of π(Q). Then u is a vertex of
the upper path precisely when L(e⊺1 u) ≤ e⊺2 u. The upper vertices form a path from
u0 to u1 called the upper path.
A v-monotone path Γ in Q is called c-coherent if π maps Γ to the upper path of
π(Q). Namely, all vertices of Γ must be sent to either vertices or interior points of edges
in the upper path, and every vertex of the upper path must have a vertex sent to it from
Γ. Note that this latter condition implies that the first vertex, x0 , is the c-maximum
of the v-minimal face of Q. A monotone path is called coherent if there exists some
c ∈ Rn such that it is c-coherent. In [6], they observed that not all monotone paths on
a polytope are coherent, and in [7], the first and second authors showed that even on
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q∗
c

u0
v

F0

q

u1
F1

Figure 1: The red path is the upper path of the polygon. The edges, F0 and F1 , are the
e1 -minimal and e1 -maximal faces of the polygon respectively. The green line segment is
exactly the line segment from u0 , the e2 -maximum of F0 , to u1 , the e2 -maximum of F1 . The
choice of q ∗ and q from the proof of Lemma 2 are shown as well.
the octahedron some monotone paths are not coherent. We reproduce that example in
Figure 2.
To find a c-coherent v-monotone path in Q, starting at a vertex xi we maximize
the slope in the polygon π(Q) among all v-improving edges starting at xi . Concretely,
we have

 ⊺
c (u − xi )
i+1
.
x
= argmax
⊺
i
u∈Nv (xi ) v (u − x )
Here we make no assumption that the LP is non-degenerate. Furthermore, the choice
of xi+1 here may not be unique when c is not generic. When it is not unique, one
chooses any maximizer. From this observation, we obtain a general notion of a Shadow
rule.
Definition 3. Let (Q) be an LP with feasible region Q and objective function c⊺ x.
Then a Shadow rule constructs a path on the 1-skeleton of Q from a starting vertex x0
to an optimal LP solution by choosing the next vertex in the path via
 ⊺

c (u − xi )
i+1
x
= argmax
,
⊺
i
u∈Nv (xi ) v (u − x )
where v is an objective function such that x0 is the c-maximum of the v-minimal face
of π(Q).
Note that a Shadow rule must come with a mechanism for choosing v given an initial
vertex x0 . In the probabilistic analysis of the performance of the Simplex method using
Shadow rules such as [9, 47, 13], the choice of v is made randomly. In contrast, our
Shadow Rules will provide a deterministic way of making this choice.
The following lemma shows that c-coherent v-monotone paths not only lead to a
maximum of v but also go through a maximum of c. Note that this lemma holds for
all c-coherent v-monotone paths on any polytope regardless of the choice of v.
Lemma 2. Consider the LP max{c⊺ x : x ∈ Q} for any polytope Q. Let v ∈ Rn \ {0},
and let Γ = [x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ] be a c-coherent v-monotone path in Q. Then there
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c
v
e2
e1
Figure 2: In the top of the center of the picture, a c-coherent v-monotone path is drawn
in red on the octahedron ⋄3 . The corresponding shadow π(⋄3 ) is on the bottom of the
center part of the picture where the upper path corresponding to the coherent monotone
path is highlighted in red. Under the projection π, v and c induce the x and y coordinates,
respectively as indicated by the arrows. On the right side of the picture is an example of an
incoherent monotone path on the octahedron from [7].
exists some 0 ≤ i ≤ k such that xi maximizes c on Q and such that the portion of the
path from x0 to xi is both c-monotone and v-monotone.
Proof. Let π : Q → R2 be defined by π(x) = (v ⊺ x, c⊺ x). Equivalently, we have
e⊺1 π(x) = v ⊺ x and e⊺2 π(x) = c⊺ x. Since Γ is a c-coherent v-monotone path, π(Γ)
follows the upper path in π(Q). Let x0 , x1 , . . . , xk denote the vertices of Γ, and let
u0 and u1 denote π(x0 ) and π(xk ), the first and final vertices of the upper path π(Γ),
respectively. As in the definition of an upper path, define L : R → R to be the equation
of the line passing through u0 and u1 .
Let q∗ be an e2 -maximal vertex of π(Q). Note that u0 and u1 are e1 -minimal
and e1 -maximal respectively due to being the first and last vertices of the upper path.
Hence, e⊺1 u0 ≤ e⊺1 q∗ ≤ e⊺1 u1 . It follows that the point q = (e⊺1 q ∗ , L(e⊺1 q ∗ )) must lie on
the line segment from u0 to u1 and is therefore contained in π(Q) by convexity. Since
q∗ is e2 -maximal by assumption, e⊺2 q∗ ≥ e⊺2 q = L(e⊺1 q∗ ). Thus, by definition, q∗ must
be a vertex in the upper path.
Thus, all e2 -maximal vertices must be part of the upper path of π(Q). By our
assumption of coherence, there must be a vertex in the coherent monotone path Γ that
projects to a e2 -maximal vertex in π(Q). Then, since c⊺ x = e⊺2 π(x) for each x in Q,
the c-maximum of Q is attained at a point x ∈ Q exactly when π(x) is e2 -maximal.
Therefore, the c-maximum is attained on Γ.
By convexity, the slope from π(xi ) to π(xi+1 ) must be at least the slope from
π(xi+1 ) to π(xi+2 ) for each 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 2. Hence, the upper path must be strictly e2 monotone exactly until it reaches a e2 -maximum of π(Q). Recall again that e⊺2 π(xi ) =
c⊺ xi for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k. Thus, Γ must be c-monotone until it reaches a c-maximum on
Q, meaning that Γ is both v-monotone and c-monotone until it reaches a c-maximum
as desired.
To prove Theorems 2 and 3 the key idea will be to choose the auxiliary vector
v carefully so that the corresponding shadow paths are always short. The following
corollary provides a bound on the lengths of the paths.
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Corollary 1. Let Q ⊆ Rn be a polytope, and let v ∈ Rn \ {0}. Denote the set of
vertices of Q by V , and let F be the face of Q minimized by v. Then for any objective
function c, the c-coherent v-monotone path from a c-maximum of F to a c-maximum
of Q is of length at most | { v ⊺ u : u ∈ V } | − 1.
Proof. Since the path is strictly v-monotone, any two vertices x and y in the path must
satisfy v ⊺ x 6= v ⊺ y. It follows that the length of the path is at most | { v ⊺ u : u ∈ V } |−1.
Furthermore, since the path is c-coherent it must reach a maximum of c by Lemma
2.
For the original Shadow pivot rule in [9], the choice of v is taken to be a random
vector such that v ⊺ x is minimized uniquely at the starting vertex. For our Shadow
rules, we instead take advantage of the structure of 0/1 polytopes to make this choice
of v explicitly to guarantee that v ⊺ x it always takes on few values, which by Corollary
1, yields short paths. In essence, we try to make v as degenerate as possible in place
of Borgwardt’s generic choice.

3.2

The Slim Shadow Rule

We now return to the case of 0/1-LPs of the form max { c⊺ x : x ∈ P } where P = {x ∈
Rn : Ax = b, Dx ≤ d}, and the feasible region is a 0/1 polytope of dimension d. The
Slim Shadow rule is given by the following Shadow rule:
Definition 4. Given a 0/1-LP of the form (1) with feasible region P , let x0 be any
initial vertex of P . Let v = 1 − 2x0 . At a vertex xi of P , the Slim Shadow rule moves
to a neighbor

 ⊺
c (u − xi )
i+1
.
x
= argmax
⊺
i
u∈Nv (xi ) v (u − x )
Recall that, by Lemma 2, the maximum in this definition is always attained at a
neighbor u satisfying c⊺ u > c⊺ xi whenever xi is not c-maximal.
Note that, although the Slim Shadow rule defines v similarly to the way it is defined
for the True Steepest-Edge pivot rule, they are not precisely the same. While for the
True Steepest-Edge pivot rule we change v at each new extreme point, for the Slim
Shadow rule, v never changes. However, they are defined identically at the initial
extreme point solution, and as we will see in Section 3.4 when we extend this rule to
a pivot rule, the vector v also plays a similar role to the one it plays in the analysis of
the True Steepest-Edge rule.
As discussed earlier, we chose this v because v ⊺ x takes on very few distinct values
in 0/1-LPs. For example, consider the case where P is the 0/1 cube [0, 1]n . Then
for v = 1, v ⊺ x takes on precisely n + 1 values at vertices of P , given by the possible
numbers of nonzero coordinates in each vertex of the cube. For the Slim Shadow rule
on the cube, if we choose 0 as our starting point, we have v = 1 − 2(0) = 1. Thus,
Corollary 1 tells us that the length of a monotone path chosen by the Slim Shadow
rule on the cube starting at the point 0 is at most n. We generalize this bound to all
0/1 polytopes.
Theorem 5. On any 0/1-LP of the form (1), where n is the number of variables in the
description, the Slim Shadow rule reaches an optimal solution by performing at most
n steps.
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Proof of Theorem 5. Let the LP be max { c⊺ x : x ∈ P } where P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax =
b, Dx ≤ d} is a 0/1 polytope. Let x0 be an initial extreme point solution. Let
S = {s ∈ [n] : x0 (s) = 1}. Note that in the cube [0, 1]n , x0 is the unique minimizer of
the linear function v ⊺ x where v = 1 − 2x0 . Hence, x0 is the unique v-minimizer on
P , since all vertices of P are vertices of the cube.
By Corollary 1, the c-coherent v-monotone path reaches the maximum of c from
0
x in at most |{v ⊺ x : x ∈ V }| − 1 steps. Let S̄ = [n] \ S. Then −|S| ≤ v ⊺ x ≤ |S̄| for
all x ∈ {0, 1}n , so |{v ⊺ x : x ∈ V }| ≤ |S| + |S̄| + 1 = n + 1. Therefore, the length of
the path is at most n.
For a few special cases, we may tighten the bounds on the lengths of paths found
by the Slim Shadow rule.
Lemma 3. On any 0/1-LP of the form (1) in which the number of nonzero coordinates
among all vertices is a constant M , the Slim Shadow rule takes at most M steps.
Proof. Let the LP be max { c⊺ x : x ∈ P } where P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax = b, Dx ≤ d} is
a 0/1 polytope. Let x0 be an initial vertex, and let S = {s ∈ [n] : x0 (s) = 1}. Then
by assumption, |S| = M , and the linear function −(x0 )⊺ x takes on at most M + 1
distinct values on P given by the different possible sizes of subsets of S. Furthermore,
by assumption, 1⊺ x always yields the same value when applied to any vertex on P .
Hence, (1 − 2x0 )⊺ x takes on at most M + 1 distinct values on vertices of P . Thus, by
Corollary 1, the length of the path used by the Slim Shadow rule starting at x0 is at
most M .
Note that this bound is tight when the number of nonzero coordinates k is less
than n/2, since the monotone diameter of the hyper-simplex ∆(n, k) in that case is
easily verified to be k. For 0/1-LPs containing 0 as an extreme point solution, we may
improve this bound in an analogous manner.
Lemma 4. On any 0/1-LP of the form (1) in which 0 is a vertex of the feasible region
P and in which each vertex has at most M nonzero entries, the Slim Shadow rule
starting at 0 takes at most M steps.
Proof. Let the LP be max { c⊺ x : x ∈ P } where P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax = b, Dx ≤ d} is
a 0/1 polytope. Since we are starting at 0, we have that v = 1. By assumption, 1⊺ x
takes on at most M + 1 distinct values on vertices of P . Hence, the Slim Shadow rule
will take at most M steps.

3.3

The Ordered Shadow Rule

The bound given for the Slim Shadow rule is given in terms of the number of variables
n. However, from [40], we know that the diameter of a 0/1 polytope is at most its
dimension d. To attain a bound of at most d steps, we introduce the Ordered Shadow
rule.
Definition 5. Given a 0/1-LP of the form (1) with feasible region P , let x0 be an
0
initial extreme point on P . Let c∗ = ||c||1 + 2. Define v ∈ Rn by v(k) = (−1)x (k) (c∗ )k .
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Then the Ordered Shadow rule is given by the Shadow rule (as described in Section
3.1) with auxiliary vector v. Explicitly, we have
c⊺ (u − xi )
.
⊺
i
u∈Nv (xi ) v (u − x )

xi+1 = argmax

Like the Slim Shadow rule, the Ordered Shadow rule follows a shadow path found
by choosing an auxiliary vector carefully. Note also that Definition 5 implicitly assumes
an ordering on the coordinates. Namely, we chose |v(k)| = (c∗ )k but could also choose
|v(k)| = (c∗ )σ(k) for any permutation σ : [n] → [n], giving a different order of the
variables. Different orderings of variables can yield paths of different lengths. However,
for any choice of σ, v is minimized uniquely at x0 and the length of the path will still
be at most d by the same proof we provide here. To prove that the path is always
short, we may no longer directly apply Corollary 1. Instead, we show that the path
followed satisfies another equivalent characterization for which the length of the path
is easier to analyze. We first bound the length of a path satisfying this alternative
characterization.
Lemma 5. Consider a 0/1-LP of the form (1) with d-dimensional feasible region P .
Let x0 an initial vertex in P . We build a monotone path Γ on P as follows: Define
f : Rn → {0, 1, . . . , n} by f (u) = max({k : u(k) − x0 (k) 6= 0} ∪ {0}). Given the i-th
vertex xi of the path, let Nmin (xi ) be the set of f -minimal c-improving neighbors of
xi . Select the next extreme point of the path xi+1 as the c-maximum of Nmin (xi ). The
length of the path Γ constructed in this way is at most d.
Proof. Let the LP be max { c⊺ x : x ∈ P } where P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax = b, Dx ≤ d} is
a 0/1 polytope, and let Γ = [x0 , x1 , . . . ] be the path followed by the rule described in
the statement. Define Hk = {x ∈ Rd : x(a) = x0 (a) for all a ≥ k + 1} to be the plane
given by fixing the last n−k coordinates of a vector to agree with x0 . Let Fk = Hk ∩P .
Note that [0, 1]n ∩ Hk is a face of the n-cube, so since P is a 0/1 polytope, Fk is also
a face of P for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n. We equivalently have that Fk = {x ∈ P : f (x) ≤ k}.
Observe that F0 = x0 , Fn = P , and Fk ⊆ Fk+1 for all k ∈ [n]. Consider xi , the ith
vertex in the path. Suppose that, for each choice of i ≥ 0, xi and xi+1 are c-maxima
of some Fα(i) and Fα(i+1) respectively for some function α : N → [n]. Then each vertex
in the path is associated to a face. Since the path is c-monotone, Fα(i) is a proper
face of Fα(i+1) . Therefore, because the dimension of each associated face must strictly
increase, the length of the path is at most d. Thus, to finish the proof, it suffices to
show that xi and xi+1 are c-maxima of Ff (xi+1 )−1 and Ff (xi+1 ) respectively.
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that xi is not a c-maximum on the face
Ff (xi+1 )−1 . Then there exists a vertex u of Ff (xi+1 )−1 adjacent to xi with c⊺ u > c⊺ xi .
Thus, we must have f (u) ≤ f (xi+1 ) − 1 < f (xi+1 ). However, by the definition of f ,
f (xi+1 ) is minimal among all c-improving neighbors of xi , a contradiction. Hence, xi
is a c-maximum of Ff (xi+1 )−1 .
Consider the LP max{c⊺ x : x ∈ Ff (xi+1 ) }. It remains to show that xi+1 is an
optimal solution to this LP. We may take xi to be our initial point and argue that
from that starting point, this LP may be solved by following a path of one step by
the Shadow rule for auxiliary vector ef (xi+1 ) when x0 (f (xi+1 )) = 0 or −ef (xi+1 ) when
x0 (f (xi+1 )) = 1. We then argue that xi+1 is a valid choice for this Shadow rule.
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In what remains, we shall assume that x0 (f (xi+1 )) = 0, but a completely analogous
argument follows when x0 (f (xi+1 )) = 1. Since x0 (f (xi+1 )) = 0, Ff (xi+1 )−1 is the
ef (xi+1 ) -minimal face of Ff (xi+1 ) . We have already shown that xi is a c-maximum of
that face. Thus, xi is a valid starting point for the Shadow rule with auxiliary vector
ef (xi+1 ) for that LP.
Note that P is 0/1, so e⊺f (xi+1 ) x = x(f (xi+1 )) takes on at most two values on
vertices of P : 0 or 1. In particular, e⊺f (xi+1 ) x takes on at most two values on the
vertices of the face Ff (xi+1 ) . Hence, by Corollary 1, a c-coherent ef (xi+1 ) -monotone
path from a c-maximum of the ef (xi+1 ) -minimal face of Ff (xi+1 ) must be of length at
most 2 − 1 = 1. Hence, a c-coherent ef (xi+1 ) -monotone path on Ff (xi+1 ) starting at xi
must be of length at most one.
Thus, xi is either equal to or adjacent to a c-maximum on Ff (xi+1 ) . Note that
i
x , xi+1 ∈ Ff (xi+1 ) , and c⊺ xi+1 > c⊺ xi . Hence, xi is not a c-maximum on Ff (xi+1 ) . It
follows that xi is adjacent to such a c-maximum, and in particular, any vertex chosen
by the Shadow rule on Ff (xi+1 ) with auxiliary vector ef (xi+1 ) must be c-maximal.
Equivalently, a vertex y ∗ is c-maximal on Ff (xi+1 ) whenever
y ∗ ∈ argmax
u∈Ni+1

c⊺ (u − xi )
,
− xi )

e⊺f (xi+1 ) (u

where Ni+1 is the set of ef (xi+1 ) -improving neighbors u of xi in Ff (xi+1 ) . Note that
any ef (xi+1 ) -improving neighbor u of xi must satisfy e⊺f (xi+1 ) (u − xi ) = 1 − 0 = 1,
since P is 0/1. Furthermore, observe that xi+1 must be f -minimal among all cimproving neighbors of xi , since xi is the c-maximum of Ff (xi+1 )−1 . Thus, because
Ff (xi+1 ) = {x : f (x) ≤ f (xi+1 )}, all c-improving neighbors of xi in Ff (xi+1 ) must be f minimal. Hence, the set of c-improving neighbors of xi in Ff (xi+1 ) is exactly Nmin (xi ).
It follows that
xi+1 ∈ argmax (c⊺ u) = argmax (c⊺ (u − xi )) = argmax
u∈Nmin (xi )

u=Nmin (xi )

u∈Ni+1

c⊺ (u − xi )
.
e⊺i (u − xi )

Therefore, xi+1 is a c-maximum of Ff (xi+1 ) as desired.
See Figure 3 for an example of the construction of Lemma 5.
We may use the bound on the path constructed in Lemma 5 to bound the length
of the path followed by the Ordered Shadow rule.
Theorem 6. Consider a 0/1-LP of the form (1) with d-dimensional feasible region P .
The Ordered Shadow rule follows a path Γ as described in the statement of Lemma 5.
Hence, the number of steps taken by the Ordered Shadow rule to arrive at an optimal
solution is at most d.
Proof. Let Γ = [x0 , x1 , . . . , xk ] be the path followed by the Ordered Shadow rule. In
particular, we have
c⊺ (u − xi )
.
xi+1 ∈ argmax ⊺
i
u∈Nv (xi ) v (u − x )
Our goal is to show that xi+1 must then also be a c-maximal element of Nmin (xi ). To
prove this, we will show the following three claims hold.
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Figure 3: The construction of Lemma 5 yields the displayed path for maximizing c⊺ = (1, 2, 3) on
the cube [0, 1]3 starting at 0. Observe that 0 is trivially the c-maximum of the face in which all
coordinates are fixed to be 0. Then the path moves to (1, 0, 0), the c-maximum of the edge given
by fixing the final two coordinates to equal 0. The next step lands at (1, 1, 0), the c-maximum on
the face in which the final coordinate fixed at 0. Finally, the path ends at (1, 1, 1), the c-maximum
on [0, 1]3 .
Claim 1: Let u be a c-improving neighbor of xi . Then u is also v-improving.
Claim 2: Let u0 and u1 be neighbors of xi that are both c-improving and vimproving. Suppose that b = f (u1 ) > f (u0 ) = a. Then we have
c⊺ (u1 − xi )
c⊺ (u0 − xi )
> ⊺ 1
.
⊺
0
i
v (u − x )
v (u − xi )
Claim 3: Let u0 and u1 be neighbors of xi that are both c-improving and vimproving. Suppose that b = f (u1 ) = f (u0 ) and c⊺ (u0 ) > c⊺ (u1 ). Then we have
c⊺ (u0 − xi )
c⊺ (u1 − xi )
>
.
v ⊺ (u0 − xi )
v ⊺ (u1 − xi )
Suppose that Claims 1-3 are true. By Claim 1, all c-improving neighbors of xi
are v-improving, so the results of Claims 2 and 3 hold under the weaker assumption
that u0 and u1 are any c-improving neighbors. Claim 2 shows us that when f (u1 ) >
f (u0 ), u0 would be chosen over the u1 by the Ordered Shadow rule. Thus, xi+1 must
be f -minimal among all neighbors that are c-improving. That is, xi+1 ∈ Nmin (xi ).
Similarly, Claim 3 shows that the Ordered Shadow rule will always choose a neighbor
with larger c-value among two f -minimal. That is, xi+1 is a c-maximal element of
Nmin (xi ), which yields the result. Therefore, to prove the theorem, it suffices to prove
Claims 1-3.
Note that each claim assumes that we start at a point xi in the path. By induction,
we may assume that the path up to xi is of the desired type with base case satisfied
for i = 0 by hypothesis. Equivalently, by the proof of Lemma 5, we are able to assume
that xi is the c-maximum of the face Ff (xi ) = {x : f (x) ≤ f (xi )}. As a result, we can
apply a key assumption that all c-improving neighbors of xi have larger f -value.
We may also assume without loss of generality that x0 = 0, which may be accomplished by a change of coordinates. In that case, v = (c∗ , (c∗ )2 , . . . , (c∗ )n ), and the
following final claim will simplify our arguments for the proofs of Claims 1-3.
Claim 4: Let u0 and u1 be neighbors of xi that are both c-improving and vimproving. Let b = max{f (u0 ), f (u1 )}, and let
κj = c⊺ (u0 − xi )(u1 (j) − xi (j)) − c⊺ (u1 − xi )(u0 (j) − xi (j)).
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Then we have

c⊺ (u0 −xi )
v⊺ (u0 −xi )

>

c⊺ (u1 −xi )
v⊺ (u1 −xi )

if and only if

κb (c∗ )b >

b−1
X

−κj (c∗ )j .

j=1

Proof of Claim 4: Since u0 and u1 are both c−improving and v−improving neighbors, the numerators and denominators of each term of the first inequality are all
positive. By rearranging, we arrive at the following equivalent inequality:
c⊺ (u0 − xi )v ⊺ (u1 − xi ) > c⊺ (u1 − xi )v ⊺ (u0 − xi ).
Note that v = (c∗ , (c∗ )2 , . . . , (c∗ )n ), so by evaluating v ⊺ (u0 − xi ) and v ⊺ (u1 − xi ) we
find the inequality is equivalent to the following:
n
n
X
X
∗ j
1
i
⊺
1
i
(c∗ )j (u0 (j) − xi (j)).
(c ) (u (j) − x (j)) > c (u − x )
c (u − x )
⊺

0

i

j=1

j=1

In what remains, it is useful to view the left and right hand sides of the equations as
polynomials in c∗ . To simplify this expression further, we will make use of the definition
of f from Lemma 5. Recall that, by induction, we may assume that all neighbors of xi
are f −improving. Under this assumption, we claim that f (u1 ) and f (u0 ) are exactly
the indices of the highest powers of c∗ in the left and right polynomials respectively.
To see this, recall that f (ui ) is the highest index j for which ui (j) 6= x0 (j) = 0.
By our inductive hypothesis, f (u0 ) > f (xi ). Equivalently, the highest index j
for which u0 (j) 6= 0 is greater than the highest index k for which xi (k) 6= 0. Thus,
u0 (j) = x0 (j) = 0 for all j > f (u0 ) by our definition of f . Similarly u0 (f (u0 )) = 1 by
the definition of f . At the same time xi (f (u0 )) = 0, since f (u0 ) > f (xi ). Thus, we
have that u0 (j)−xi (j) = 0−0 = 0 for j > f (u0 ), and u0 (f (u0 ))−xi (f (u0 )) = 1−0 = 1.
Hence, f (u0 ) is the highest nonzero coefficient of (c∗ )j for the right polynomial. The
same exact argument follows for u1 , which establishes that it suffices to understand
when the following inequality holds:
f (u1 )

c⊺ (u0 − xi )

X

f (u0 )

(c∗ )j (u1 (j) − xi (j)) > c⊺ (u1 − xi )

j=1

X

(c∗ )j (u0 (j) − xi (j)).

j=1

Recall that b = max{f (u0 ), f (u1 )}. Then we may reduce the expression to understanding when
c⊺ (u0 − xi )

b
b
X
X
(c∗ )j (u0 (j) − xi (j)),
(c∗ )j (u1 (j) − xi (j)) > c⊺ (u1 − xi )
j=1

j=1

which we will do via order of magnitude estimates. To do these estimates, rearrange
the inequality so that every term is on one side. Then we find an equation of the form
b
X

κj (c∗ )j > 0,

j=1
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where we define
κj = c⊺ (u0 − xi )(u1 (j) − xi (j)) − c⊺ (u1 − xi )(u0 (j) − xi (j)).
Note that κj is exactly the difference of terms multiplied by (c∗ )j after moving to one
side. By moving all the smaller degree terms back to the other side, we finally arrive
at the desired inequality:
b−1
X
∗ b
−κj (c∗ )j .
κb (c ) >
j=1

Proof of Claim 1: Recall that, by induction, we may assume that all c-improving
neighbors of xi are also f -improving. Thus, it suffices to show that f -improving neighbors are v-improving. Suppose that f (u) > f (xi ) for some c-improving neighbor u of
xi . Then u(f (u)) = 1 and xi (f (u)) = 0, so
f (u)−1

v ⊺ (u − xi ) = (c∗ )f (u) +

X

f (u)−1

(u(j) − xi (j))(c∗ )j ≥ (c∗ )f (u) −

j=1

Since c∗ > 2, (c∗ )f (u) >

Pf (u)−1
j=1

(c∗ )j .

j=1

(c∗ )j , so

i

f (u)−1
∗ f (u)

v (u − x ) ≥ (c )
⊺

X

−

X

(c∗ )j > 0.

j=1

Hence, u is also v-improving, which completes the proof of Claim 1.
Proof of Claim 2: By the result of Claim 4, it suffices to bound κb from below and
|κj | from above to achieve our desired inequality. We already showed that u1 (f (u1 )) =
1 and x1 (f (u1 )) = 0. Furthermore, u0 (f (u1 )) = 0 as well by our assumption that
f (u1 ) > f (u0 ) and by our definition of f . Since b = f (u1 ), we have that
κb = c⊺ (u0 − xi )(u1 (b) − xi (b)) − c⊺ (u1 − xi )(u0 (b) − xi (b))
= c⊺ (u0 − xi )(1 − 0) − c⊺ (u1 − xi )(0 − 0)
= c⊺ (u0 − xi ).
Since u0 is c-improving, κb = c⊺ (u0 − xi ) > 0. Furthermore, c, u0 , and xi are all
integer vectors, so κb = c⊺ (u0 − xi ) ≥ 1. Hence, κb (c∗ )b ≥ (c∗ )b .
For the other side of the inequality, we need to bound the sizes of lower order
coefficients |κj | for j ≤ b − 1. To do this, we need to split into cases. Suppose first that
xi (j) = 0. Then
κj = c⊺ (u0 − xi )(u1 (j) − xi (j)) − c⊺ (u1 − xi )(u0 (j) − xi (j))
= c⊺ (u0 − xi )u1 (j) − c⊺ (u1 − xi )u0 (j).
Since u0 (j), u1 (j) ∈ {0, 1}, −c⊺ (u1 − xi ) ≤ κj ≤ c⊺ (u0 − xi ). If xi (j) = 1, we find
by similar reasoning that −c⊺ (u0 − xi ) ≤ κj ≤ c⊺ (u1 − xi ). Hence, we always have
that |κj | ≤ max{c⊺ (u0 − xi ), c⊺ (u1 − xi )}. Because u0 , u1 ,and xi are vertices of P ,
they are in {0, 1}n meaning that u0 − xi , u1 − xi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}n . It follows that
|κj | ≤ max(c⊺ (u0 − xi ), c⊺ (u1 − xi )) ≤
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max

y∈{−1,0,1}n

c⊺ y = ||c||1 .

Thus, we have that
b−1
X

−κi (c∗ )j ≤ ||c||1

j=1

b−1
X

(c∗ )j .

j=1

To finish the proof of Claim 2, it suffices to show that ||c||1
a typical geometric series estimate and our choice of c∗ ,
||c||1

Pb−1

∗ j
j=1 (c )

< (c∗ )b . From

b−1
X
(c∗ )b − c∗
||c||1
||c||1 ∗ b
(c∗ )j = ||c||1 ∗
= ∗
((c∗ )b − c∗ ) <
((c ) − c∗ ) < (c∗ )b .
c −1
c −1
||c||1
j=1

Thus, Claim 2 is true.
Proof of Claim 3: We again use the equivalent characterization shown in Claim 4.
Note that we have the same upper bounds for κi as from the proof of Claim 2 for all
i ≤ b − 1 meaning that
b−1
b−1
X
X
−κj (c∗ )j ≤ ||c||1
(c∗ )j .
j=1

j=1

However, for κb , the situation is different. Namely, we now have u0 (b) = u1 (b) = 1,
while xi (b) = 0. Thus,
κb = c⊺ (u0 − xi )(u1 (b) − xi (b)) − c⊺ (u1 − xi )(u0 (b) − xi (b))
= c⊺ (u0 − xi ) − c⊺ (u1 − xi )
= c⊺ (u0 − u1 ).

By assumption, c⊺ (u0 ) > c⊺ (u1 ), so c⊺ (u0 − u1 ) > 0. By the same reasoning as before,
since c, u0 , and u1 are integer vectors, we must then have κb = c⊺ (u0 − u1 ) ≥ 1. Then
we again have κb (c∗ )b ≥ (c∗ )b , so by the same argument as in the proof of Claim 2,
b−1
X

−κj (c∗ )j < κb (c∗ )b .

j=1

This completes the proof.

3.4

A Simplex Implementation of any Shadow Rule

Let us start with describing the precise question that we want to address in this section.
We are given a general LP (not necessarily a 0/1-LP) with feasible region Q, and a
feasible basis B for the corresponding LP in standard equality form. Let x be the
extreme point solution of Q to which B is associated. Recall that a Shadow rule
⊺
chooses an improving edge direction z in the feasible cone C(x) that maximizes vc ⊺zz
for a chosen vector v. However, if we have degenerate bases, the extreme directions
of the basic cone C(B) associated with the basis B may not coincide with the extreme
directions of the feasible cone C(x). Hence, we have the following question: How should
we select an improving direction in C(B) in order to guarantee that we are following
the same path on the 1-skeleton of P traced by the Shadow rule?
Our first observation is that if the initial basis B0 satisfies a small assumption, then
it is enough to consider the direction that maximizes the slope among the ones in the
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basic cone C(B0 ). We first prove this, and later show that it is always possible to
find a basis that satisfies the needed assumption via a sequence of degenerate pivots.
Formally:
Theorem 7. Given an LP with feasible region Q, let B 0 be an initial feasible basis
for the corresponding LP in standard equality form. Let v be defined according to a
given Shadow rule, and assume that B 0 satisfies the following: for each z ∈ C(B 0 ), if
c⊺ z > 0 then v ⊺ z > 0.
Then by starting from B 0 and by selecting at each basis any improving pivot direc⊺
tion z ∈ C(B) that maximizes vc ⊺zz , the Simplex method follows the same path on the
1-skeleton of Q as the one followed by the Shadow rule.
Proof. Suppose that after a number of Simplex iterations, we have reached a basis
B which is not optimal, and assume that every basis B ′ visited until B satisfies the
property that for each z ∈ C(B ′ ), if c⊺ z > 0 then v ⊺ z > 0. Note that this is true by
assumption at the initial basis B 0 . We claim that B satisfies the property as well.
Suppose that at the current iteration the Shadow rule would move along an edgedirection y ∈ C(B) . Note that since B is not an optimal basis with respect to c, and
since the path has not yet reached an optimum with respect to c, Lemma 2 implies
that it is also not optimal with respect to v. Then Lemma 2 further implies that
v ⊺ y > 0, and we may assume without loss of generality that v ⊺ y = 1. Let B ′ be
the basis visited right before B, and z ′ be the pivot direction chosen at B ′ by our
procedure. We know that v ⊺ z ′ > 0 and c⊺ z ′ > 0. Then we have that the basic cone
C(B) contains the directions −z ′ and y. This implies that the projection π(C(B))
contains an element whose pre-image satisfies v ⊺ z < 0 and c⊺ z < 0 (namely, π(−z ′ )),
and a direction satisfying v ⊺ z > 0 and c⊺ z > 0 (namely, π(y)). Recall that, under the
projection π, v and c act as coordinate vectors for the first and second coordinate of
space, respectively. Then by convexity, the cone π(C(B)) does not contain any element
of the orthant of R2 defined by v ⊺ z ≤ 0, c⊺ z ≥ 0. Therefore, by the definition of π,
C(B) does not contain any element satisfying both v ⊺ z ≤ 0 and c⊺ z ≥ 0. That is, for
all elements z ∈ C(B), if c⊺ z > 0, then v ⊺ z > 0. This proves our claim.
Assume that our procedure selects z̃ as pivot direction for our basis B. Since
⊺
v z̃ > 0, we can assume without loss of generality that v ⊺ z̃ = 1. We will show that z̃
is an optimal solution to the following LP we call Q:
max c⊺ z
s.t.
v ⊺ z = 1,
z ∈ C(B).
We first observe that Q is not unbounded. Since v ⊺ z > 0 for all z ∈ C(B) satisfying
> 0, we have that the set Z = { z ∈ C(B) : v ⊺ z ≤ 1, c⊺ z > 0 } is a bounded set.
The set of feasible solutions to Q with positive objective value is contained in the set
Z, and so it is also a bounded set. Therefore, Q is not unbounded.
Since the feasible region of Q is just the basic cone at B intersected with a single
hyperplane (which does not contain the unique vertex 0 of C(B)), all extreme point
solutions of Q correspond to generators of extreme rays of C(B) satisfying v ⊺ z = 1.
c⊺ z
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It follows that the optimal extreme point solution of Q is an extreme ray generator
⊺
of C(B) that maximizes vc⊺zz . That is, it is the chosen pivot direction, z̃.
Assume now that z̃ is a non-degenerate direction. Since y is the edge-direction
chosen by the Shadow rule, and since z̃ in this case is also an edge-direction, it follows
from Definition 4 that
c⊺ y
c⊺ z̃
c⊺ y = ⊺ ≥ ⊺ = c⊺ z̃.
v y
v z̃

 ⊺
i)
in Definition 4 is invariant under
Note that this holds because the term vc ⊺(u−x
(u−xi )
scaling. However, since y is also feasible for Q and since z̃ is optimal for Q, we have
that in fact c⊺ y = c⊺ z̃. That is, this non-degenerate pivot corresponds to an edgedirection that the Shadow pivot rule would choose. Thus, the Simplex method with
the Shadow pivot rule follows the same path on the 1-skeleton as the Shadow rule, as
desired.
It remains to argue how to find a basis B 0 that satisfies the property needed in our
previous theorem.
Lemma 6. Given an LP with feasible region Q, let B 0 be an initial feasible basis which
is not optimal for the corresponding LP in standard equality form. Let v be defined
according to a given Shadow rule, and assume that B 0 does not satisfy the following: for
each z ∈ C(B 0 ), if c⊺ z > 0 then v ⊺ z > 0. Then, there exists a sequence of degenerate
pivots that eventually yield a basis B satisfying the above condition.
Proof. Let x0 be the extreme point associated to B 0 . Since B 0 is not an optimal basis,
there exists a pivot direction z ∈ C(B 0 ) such that c⊺ z > 0, and we can select one such
that v ⊺ z ≤ 0. Since π(x0 ) lies on the upper path of the shadow of Q, any c-increasing,
non-degenerate pivot direction z ′ at any basis corresponding to x0 satisfies v ⊺ z ′ > 0.
As such, at any basis corresponding to x0 , any c-increasing pivot direction satisfying
v ⊺ z ≤ 0 is degenerate pivot direction.
Then suppose that we perform a series of degenerate pivots by choosing pivot
directions satisfying c⊺ z > 0 and, if possible, v ⊺ z ≤ 0. Suppose that we use the
lexicographic rule [38, 39, 48] to select the variable leaving the basis. The lexicographic
rule ensures that we do not cycle, so we will eventually reach a basis B at which it is not
possible to pick a pivot direction satisfying both c⊺ z > 0 and v ⊺ z ≤ 0, as desired.
We now turn to the issue of cycling. In [33], Klee and Kleinschmidt provided a
method to implement Shadow pivot rules in general without having to worry about
degeneracy and cycling. In essence, they showed that for any sufficiently generic choice
of objective function c⊺ and any sufficiently generic choice of auxiliary vector v, the
Shadow pivot rule with an implementation they provide does not cycle. For implementing the Ordered Shadow and Slim Shadow pivot rules, we may choose c to be
sufficiently generic by perturbing the objective function. Furthermore, for obtaining
the Ordered Shadow pivot rule, we may perturb v by increasing the value of c∗ in
Definition 5 by any small ε > 0. Thus, their implementation of Simplex yields the
Ordered Shadow pivot rule if we allow an additional step of perturbing v. However,
for the Slim Shadow rule, such a perturbation would affect our argument for bounding
the length. Hence, we may not apply their implementation in that case.
As explained in [38, 39, 48], the lexicographic pivot rule provides a general technique
to avoid cycling. When the entering variable is already chosen all we need is to select
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the leaving variable lexicographically. In particular, this can be integrated with the
Shadow pivot rule and we do not need to assume non-degeneracy. The lexicographic
rule is exactly what is used in our method for the True Steepest-Edge pivot rule.
Namely, one may attach a lexicographic rule for choosing the outgoing variable to
prevent cycling. This method applies to our case for both pivot rules, since it makes
no assumption about c or v. Hence, the Ordered Shadow and Slim Shadow pivot rules
can be implemented correctly using the lexicographic method.
However, we close this section by introducing another implementation that is a hybrid between Klee and Kleinschmidt’s implementation and lexicographic. Specifically,
we now show that cycling can also be avoided if (a) one uses a lexicographic pivot rule
to select the leaving variable until the first non-degenerate pivot, and (b) one imposes
the assumption that the objective function c is generic. In particular, we require that
⊺ ′′
⊺ ′
given any two pivot directions z ′ and z ′′ chosen by the Shadow pivot rule, vc ⊺zz ′ 6= cv⊺zz ′ .
Note that this only needs to hold for pivot directions with v ⊺ z > 0 since these are the
only pivot directions chosen by the Shadow pivot rule.
If this assumption of genericity does not hold, it can be achieved by, as usual,
randomly perturbing c by a small amount. That is, by replacing c by a new objective
function c′ chosen uniformly at random from the ε-ball centered at c (for a sufficiently
small choice of ε). Note that there are finitely many possible pivot directions (when
normalized so that they satisfy v ⊺ z = 1). If c⊺ z ′ = c⊺ z ′′ , then c⊺ (z ′ − z ′′ ) = 0.
As there are only finitely many possible pivot directions of the above form, there are
finitely many possible vectors of the form w = (z ′ − z ′′ ) for distinct pivot directions z ′
and z ′′ . Then these vectors give a finite collection of (n − 1)-dimensional linear spaces,
each defined by w ⊺ x = 0 for a choice of w. Since c is obtained as a random element
of an n-dimensional set, we have that with probability 1, c does not lie in any of these
linear spaces. That is, c⊺ (z ′ − z ′′ ) 6= 0, as desired.
Under this genericity assumption, the particular choice of the new basis (when
there are ties for the leaving variable) follows the lexicographic pivot rule until we
make our first non-degenerate pivot. After that, the choice of the leaving variable
is arbitrary. The following lemma implies that the Shadow pivot rule with a generic
objective function does not cycle:
Lemma 7. Given an LP of the form (1) with a generic objective function, in each
⊺ j
iteration of the Shadow pivot rule, the value of vc ⊺zz j of the chosen pivot direction z j is
strictly less than that of the previous iteration.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary iteration at a basis B. Assume without loss of generality
that for each generator z i of C(B), if v ⊺ z i > 0, then v ⊺ z i = 1. Note that under this
assumption, we seek to show that the value of c⊺ z j is strictly less than that of the
previous iteration.
Recall that the pivot direction z j chosen by the Shadow pivot rule always has the
property that π(z j ) is an extreme ray of π(C(B)), where π is the projection defined in
⊺
Section 3.1. For an element z of C(B), vc ⊺zz is precisely the slope of the ray of π(C(B))
generated by π(z), and by the convexity of π(C(B)), the slopes of consecutive pivot
directions are non-increasing. By our assumption of genericity, the slopes of consecutive
pivot directions are not equal, and so they are decreasing, as desired.
Together, Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 allow us to find our initial basis and ensure that
we do not cycle. This allows us to prove Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.
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Proof of Theorems 2 and 3. The number of non-degenerate pivots performed by the
Slim (resp. Ordered) Shadow pivot rule is precisely the number of edges in the path
it takes on the 1-skeleton of the feasible region. It follows from Theorems 5 (resp. 6)
and Theorem 7 that the number of non-degenerate pivots is therefore at most n (resp.
d).
We take a moment to remark upon the similarities in the definitions of the True
Steepest-Edge pivot rule and the Slim Shadow pivot rule. Their initial choices of the
vector v coincide when they are given the same initial solution, and there are only two
main differences in their definitions:
1. The True Steepest-Edge pivot rule updates v at each new extreme point solution,
while the Slim Shadow rule does not, and
2. The True Steepest-Edge pivot rule may choose a pivot direction z satisfying
v ⊺ z ≤ 0, while the Slim Shadow rule will not (except possibly during degenerate
pivots at the initial extreme point solution).
It is interesting that these two pivot rules bear such similarity, especially considering
their unrelated origins.

4

Conclusions, Connections, and Comparisons

We wish to remark that there are several examples of well-known combinatorial algorithms that turn out to use exactly the same choice of improving steps as the pivot rules
presented in this paper, either in general or in special cases. In fact, while Theorem 1
only shows that the True Steepest-Edge pivot rule reaches an optimal solution within a
strongly-polynomial number of non-degenerate steps, one can get a more refined bound
on the number of steps for some well-known classes of polytopes, by realizing that classical algorithms for famous combinatorial optimization problems can be interpreted as
moving along steepest edges on the 1-skeleton of the 0/1 polytope given by the set of
feasible solutions.
The first example is the shortest augmenting path algorithm for the maximum
matching and maximum flow problems. Specifically, the seminal work of Edmonds
and Karp in [19] gave the first strongly-polynomial time algorithm for the maximum
flow problem, showing that one can augment a given flow using augmenting paths of
shortest possible length (i.e., with the minimum number of edges). Since then, the
idea of using shortest augmenting paths has been widely used in various contexts, such
as for the maximum matching problem. Note that augmenting a given matching by
switching the edges along an augmenting path corresponds to moving between adjacent extreme points of the matching polytope [12]. Therefore, computing a maximum
matching using the shortest augmenting path algorithm corresponds (from a polyhedral perspective) to moving along steepest edge-directions on the 1-skeleton of the
matching polytope.
Another example is the minimum mean cycle canceling algorithm by Goldberg and
Tarjan [26]. This algorithm finds a minimum cost circulation in a directed graph
by pushing flow along cycles whose ratio of cost to number of edges is minimal. In
general, pushing flow along cycles corresponds to moving along circuit-directions of
the corresponding circulation polytope and, as proved in [16], for 0/1 polytopes a
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circuit-direction whose ratio of cost to its 1-norm is minimal corresponds to a steepest
edge-direction at a given vertex. Hence, computing a minimum cost circulation using
the minimum mean cycle canceling algorithm corresponds (from a polyhedral perspective) to moving along steepest edge-directions on the 1-skeleton of the 0/1 circulation
polytope.
Similarly, the paths followed by the modified Shadow pivot rules specialize to well
known optimization algorithms. Consider the greedy algorithm for optimization on
matroids. Denote by I be the set of independent sets of a matroid
P on a ground set E.
Recall the 0/1 matroid polytope associated to I is PI = conv
s∈S es : S ∈ I .
Consider the linear program max(c⊺ x : x ∈ PI ) for a matroid polytope PI on a
ground set E. Let [0 = x0 , x1 , . . . , xk ] the path followed by the Slim Shadow rule for
this LP. Let ∅ = S0 ( S1 ( · · · ( Sk be the sequence of subsets chosen by the greedy
algorithm. Then our goal is to show that Si = supp(xi ) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k. At Si , the
greedy algorithm then says to add the highest weight element j not in Si such that
Si ∪ {j} is still independent. Similarly, the Slim Shadow vertex pivot rule chooses xi+1
as follows:
c⊺ (u − xi )
= argmax c⊺ (u − xi ).
⊺ (u − xi )
1
i
u∈N1 (xi )
u∈N1 (x )

xi+1 = argmax

All 1-improving neighbors of xi are given by xi + ej for some j ∈
/ supp(xi ) such that
i
i+1
⊺
x +ej is still a vertex of P . Thus, x
is given by maximizing c (u−xi ) = c⊺ ej = c(j)
over all possible choices of j, which yields the result. The greedy algorithm also reflects
the path chosen by True Steepest-Edge. At a greedily chosen vertex, all improving
neighbors again correspond to adding some ej . Normalizing does not change the weight,
so True Steepest-Edge corresponds also to maximizing c(j) over all options for j.
Special cases of the Ordered Shadow pivot rule paths also appear in the literature.
Consider the stable set polytopes of the complements of chordal graphs. This 0/1
polytope is the convex hull of all
0/1 incidence vectors of the cliques S(G) on a chordal
P
graph G, i.e., PS(G) = conv(
s∈S es : S ∈ S(G) ) (see [24]). Note that because
chordal graphs are perfect, there is a complete inequality description of PS using only
clique inequalities. It is also well-known that a graph is chordal if and only if it has a
perfect elimination ordering of its vertices [24], namely an ordering of the vertices of
the graph such that, for each vertex v, v and the neighbors of v that occur after v in
the order form a clique. This can be interpreted as a sequence of cliques of increasing
sizes. Thus, one can use the perfect elimination orderings to obtain a maximum-size
clique of a chordal graph in polynomial-time. Furthermore, it was shown in [44] that
such an ordering may be found efficiently. One can check that the sequence of vertices
obtained by the perfect elimination ordering coincides with the steps taken by the
Ordered Shadow rule so long as the perfect elimination ordering coincides with the
ordering of the indices in the corresponding 0/1 polytope.
In [35], the authors showed that there exist two-dimensional projections of 0/1
polytopes with exponentially many vertices. Hence, the original Shadow pivot rule
may take an exponential number of iterations. Since the Slim Shadow rule requires
a number of steps bounded by n, the dimension of the ambient space, this suggests
the question: Is there an example in which the length of the path chosen by the Slim
Shadow rule is exponential in the dimension d of the feasible region? Unfortunately,
yes. The example in [35] can be modified to yield an explicit set of LPs for which
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the Slim Shadow rule requires a number of steps exponential in d (while of course still
being bounded by the number of variables).
There is no canonical, universal winner on performance between our two Shadow
rules. At least when applied as we described them here, in some cases the Slim Shadow
rule may actually perform better than the Ordered Shadow rule. In particular, the
bounds from sparsity in Lemma 3 may be stronger than the dimension bound. To see
this note that the Birkhoff polytope for n × n permutation matrices has dimension
(n − 1)2 . This is the bound on the number of steps for the Ordered Shadow rule, yet
the Slim Shadow rule achieves a bound of only n steps by Lemma 3.
One can ask, how good are the bounds we obtain on the length of monotone paths
compared to the optimal bounds? Let us compare the Slim Shadow rule in a few
instances:
• The rule yields at most n steps on both the asymmetric and symmetric traveling
salesman polytopes for n vertex graphs. The respective optimal bounds are ⌊n/2⌋
and ⌊n/3⌋ (see [43]).
• The rule yields at most n steps on the Birkhoff polytope for n × n matrices. The
optimal bound is ⌊n/2⌋ ([42]).
• The rule yields at most ⌊n/2⌋ steps for the perfect matching polytope on the
complete graph with n vertices. The optimal bound is ⌊n/4⌋ ([42]).
• The rule yields at most rank(M) for an independent set matroid polytope of a
matroid M (starting at 0). As we saw this matches the optimal bound.
Thus the lengths we obtained are – up to a constant – the same as the actual
monotone diameter in all of the above cases. Note that the bounds we find do not
require any knowledge of the combinatorics of the graphs of any of these polytopes,
yet they remain not far off from the best possible bounds.
To conclude, we stress that the analysis we did in this paper is only about bounding
the number of edge steps and non-degenerate pivots.
Question 2. Is there a polynomial bound to the number of degenerate pivots performed
by any of the pivot rules we presented when applied to 0/1-LPs?
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